Separation of Powers and the Limits of Independence
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President Verkuil provides valuable insights on separation of powers controversies by making three related points. First, formal analysis of disputes under separation of powers is not very helpful and can cause considerable mischief.\(^1\) If powers truly were separated so that each branch of government could exercise only a discrete set of powers to the exclusion of the other branches, the Nation would be ungovernable. Nothing in the delphic language of articles I, II and III, or in the ambiguous and ambivalent genesis of the concept of separation of powers dictates this result.\(^2\) Second, to provide both content and boundaries to the concept of separation of powers, separation of powers disputes must be analyzed functionally with reference to other, more specific constitutional law doctrines.\(^3\) Third, procedural due process, though by no means self-defining and free of ambiguity itself, provides an excellent vehicle for analyzing separation of powers disputes.\(^4\)

I find far more to praise than to criticize in Verkuil’s paper. Yet, I will take my responsibility as a commentator seriously by accentuating the negative. My one reservation about Verkuil’s framework for analysis lies in his third point. I readily concede that due process provides an excellent vehicle for analyzing many separation of powers issues. Indeed, his paper has convinced me that due process is a far more powerful tool for this purpose than I had supposed previously. Specifically, the due process framework provides a markedly superior alternative doctrinal basis for the holdings in many of the most celebrated (and problematic) separation of pow-
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ers cases which include Commodities Future Trading Commission v. Schor,\(^5\) INS v. Chadha,\(^6\) Humphrey’s Executor v. United States,\(^7\) Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States,\(^8\) and Carter v. Carter Coal Co.\(^9\) I was also pleasantly surprised to discover how well Verkuil’s method of analysis accommodates the perplexing new issue of the constitutionality of independent counsel.\(^{10}\) Verkuil’s approach to this important dispute seems more promising than any of the alternatives previously developed.\(^{11}\) More generally, Verkuil’s analysis of separation of powers disputes through a due process prism seems to work well whenever the subject of the dispute is adjudication.

My reservation about Verkuil’s third point arises when he tries to apply his due process test to disputes concerning allocation of the power to make policy decisions. He applies his framework of analysis to three issues of this type—legislative vetoes of agency policy decisions,\(^{12}\) standardless delegations of policy-making power to agencies,\(^{13}\) and policy making by agencies that are independent of presidential control.\(^{14}\) In each case, the due process analysis seems strained, and a functional approach based on other constitutional law doctrines seems more promising.

Verkuil argues that legislative vetoes of agency policy decisions could, and should, have been held unconstitutional on the basis that frequently legislators have conflicts of interest in this setting.\(^{15}\) They are biased decision makers, then, in contravention of one of the most important principles of procedural due process. I am uncomfortable with this argument on two related grounds. First, I had thought it well-settled by Bimetallic Investment Co. v.
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Colorado\(^{16}\) and Londoner v. Denver\(^{17}\) that procedural due process protects only individuals or small numbers of individuals from arbitrary government actions that single them out for adverse action. In contrast, when a government action affects a large number of people, their recourse is through the political process.\(^{18}\) Second, the problem of legislator conflicts of interest is not confined to the legislative veto context. Rather, it seems to be ubiquitous in virtually every context in which legislators act.\(^{19}\) Verkuil’s approach to this issue thus appears to suffer from the same flaw that he documents in formal separation of powers analysis—it proves too much and, carried to its logical conclusion, threatens to render the nation ungovernable.

Concededly, the formal separation of powers analysis the Court used to resolve the legislative veto issue is unsatisfactory, yet other functional approaches seem more illuminating than a strained attempt to apply the conflict of interest strand of due process analysis. Breyer’s functional analysis of the legislative veto,\(^{20}\) based on the purposes of bicameralism and presentment and on the effects of the legislative veto on the constitutional system of checks and balances, exemplifies an analytical framework more helpful than due process in evaluating the constitutionality of legislative vetoes of agency policy decisions.

Verkuil’s due process analysis of the nondelegation doctrine seems similarly strained.\(^{21}\) He finds the executive exercise of policy-making power under standardless delegations offensive to both the rule of law and the conflict of interest components of due process. Yet, he recognizes that his due process analysis of standardless delegations shares the flaw of formal separation of powers analysis. It is open-ended and, hence, its uniform application
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would render the nation ungovernable. He concludes that broad delegations to the executive should be held invalid only if they offend the Constitution in some more specific manner. I like the result, but the initial step in the reasoning process—broad delegations offend due process but we must tolerate them anyway—causes me to question again the value of applying due process analysis to policy making.

Verkuil’s analytical approach to the third policy-making context—the constitutionality of policy making delegated to officials independent of the President—incorporates some of the constitutional considerations other than due process that are central to any dispute concerning allocation of policy-making power. Verkuil recognizes that “policy-making prerogatives of the executive branch” are what article II is meant to protect, and that “[t]oo much independence can undermine the executive function and become constitutionally counterproductive.” These considerations lead him to conclude that the President must be able to control policy making notwithstanding the due process advantages he sees in agency independence of the President. Verkuil then defines policy making in an unusually narrow way, however. Foreign relations is the only governmental function that he recognizes as the kind of policy making that cannot be performed by an official who is beyond the President’s control. He explicitly includes rulemaking among the activities that require independence from the executive office, apparently on due process grounds. If I understand this point correctly, I disagree. Taken to its logical extreme, this approach to allocation of policy-making power has the potential to create a form of government that might not even bear comfortably the label “democracy.”

I will construct a simple hypothetical to illustrate this point, as well as the other concerns I have expressed about application of
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due process analysis to disputes concerning allocation of power to make policy decisions. I hope my hypothetical is not prophetic, but it seems well within the realm of conceivable future congressional action. The plausibility of my hypothetical is premised on two characteristics of Congress as an institution: (1) it has difficulty resolving policy disputes; and (2) it does not trust the President to resolve policy disputes.

Assume that Congress continues to experience serious problems in its efforts to balance the budget. Congress sees some variation of Gramm-Rudman\(^2\) as the only vehicle for keeping the deficit from soaring. Yet, it sees a flaw in the original version of Gramm-Rudman that it must correct.\(^2\) The original method of allocating mandatory spending cuts among thousands of budgetary accounts was almost entirely mechanical.\(^2\) For instance, spending for drug enforcement purposes had to be reduced in the same proportion as spending for the Justice Department’s community relations function and the Coast Guard’s reserve training function.\(^3\) Assume, as I believe, that Congress ultimately would find this method of apportioning budget cuts too rigid. To eliminate this rigidity, Congress must confer upon the Comptroller General considerable discretion to allocate the aggregate spending reductions mandated by Gramm-Rudman in a manner that corresponds to the constantly changing needs of the country. To accomplish this purpose, assume that Congress returns to one of its traditional ways of delegating power to an agency and instructs the Comptroller General to allocate spending reductions among functions by promulgating allocation rules that are consistent with the "public convenience and necessity." Now Congress must make one further decision. At present, the Comptroller General serves for a term of fifteen years and cannot be removed by the President for any reason—an ex-
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traordinary degree of independence from the President. Should the President be able to control the person who is granted discretion to determine by rulemaking the manner in which federal money will be spent, or should that person be completely “independent” of the President?

Under Verkuil’s framework of analysis, as I understand it, Congress would be free to answer that question either way. Verkuil would consider the two alternative versions of Gramm-Rudman constitutionally equivalent save in one important respect. To satisfy Verkuil, Congress could not delegate to an official independent of the President the power to make spending decisions that relate to the foreign relations function. Assuming, however, that Congress limited the scope of its grant of rulemaking power to domestic spending, the analysis of the two alternatives would be identical using Verkuil’s due process principles. The delegation of power to reduce domestic spending either to an official controlled by the President or to an official completely independent of the President would offend the rule of law component of due process. We might have to tolerate the offense, however, because the rule of law principle is too open-ended to apply.

To me, the two alternatives I have hypothesized differ dramatically in significant ways under the Constitution. I have no difficulty reconciling the concept of democracy with congressional conferral of considerable policy-making power on the elected President or on someone subject to his control. Yet, it seems totally inconsistent with democratic principles for Congress to confer comparably broad policy-making power—foreign relations or domestic—on a person who is “independent” of any elected official.
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34. See Strauss, supra note 31, at 495. I have been intentionally vague in referring to officials “independent” of the President versus officials subject to presidential control. I agree with Verkuil’s argument that Congress sometimes has good reason to limit the President’s power to remove an official; for example, due process may dictate some degree of independence from the President for officials who adjudicate cases. Verkuil, supra note 1, at 333. As long as “cause” includes failure to comply with the President’s policy directives, I consider an official who is subject to presidential removal for cause sufficiently within the President’s control to exercise policy-making power delegated by Congress.
I would hope the Court would hold unconstitutional my hypothetical version of Gramm-Rudman that would grant discretion over domestic spending to a Comptroller General with a fifteen-year tenure who is not subject to any form of Presidential control. The Court could do so easily by invoking the principle Verkuil recognizes: “policy-making prerogatives of the executive branch” are what article II is meant to protect.35 In this sense, my only quarrel with Verkuil lies in his stingy definition of policy making that explicitly includes only foreign relations and explicitly excludes domestic policy rulemaking.36

The other alternative version of Gramm-Rudman—congressional conferral of significant spending discretion on a Comptroller General who is subject to presidential control—seems entirely consistent with our form of constitutional democracy. In outline form, the Court’s opinion upholding this hypothetical new version of Gramm-Rudman could include the following elements: (1) no procedural due process concerns exist when the government makes a policy decision that affects a large number of people;37 (2) article I’s command that “all legislative powers ... shall be vested in a congress”38 is not helpful in resolving this issue, because policy decisions can be made without exercising “legislative powers,” whatever that term may mean; (3) the exercise of significant policy-making power and discretion by an official who is subject to presidential control is entirely consistent with the concept of an
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elected President and the concept of a unitary executive, both of which are embedded firmly in the Constitution;\textsuperscript{39} (4) the people are not threatened by the existence of significant policy-making discretion in the President, because it is they who choose the President based on their preference for his policies;\textsuperscript{40} (5) the carefully crafted system of constitutional checks and balances is not threatened by a congressional grant of policy-making discretion to the President, because Congress can revoke, limit or modify its grant of power through legislative action at any time;\textsuperscript{41} and, (6) every President exercised broad discretion over federal spending in various ways, without constitutional challenge, until Congress embarked on its experiment in unilateral congressional control of federal spending in 1974.\textsuperscript{42}

My analysis of policy making through rulemaking would be the same in the two contexts Verkuil cites as “prime candidates” for independence from the President—environmental regulation and food and drug regulation.\textsuperscript{43} If Congress wants to delegate major policy decisions to the President we have elected, I see nothing in the Constitution inconsistent with his exercise of that delegated power. I am extremely uncomfortable, however, with the notion that major domestic policy decisions can be made in a democracy by a person who can hold office for as long as fifteen years and is accountable neither directly nor indirectly to the electorate.

Let me conclude by putting my criticism of Verkuil’s treatment of separation of powers in context. I agree with all three of his
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major points, and believe that his insights help to focus considerably the often sterile and abstract debates concerning separation of powers issues. My disagreements are limited to: (1) his attempt to analyze issues concerning allocation of policy-making power through a due process prism; and, (2) his narrow definition of policy making for purposes of deciding what types of policy decisions cannot be delegated to an official independent of the President.

At the risk of oversimplification, I can summarize my views on this matter briefly. Congress and the President always will compete for the power to make policy decisions. Sometimes, in some contexts, Congress will prevail by making a policy decision through the legislative process\(^\text{44}\) that the courts will enforce against a President with different policy preferences. Sometimes, in some contexts, the President will prevail because Congress decides to cede policy-making power to the President. As a matter of constitutional law, the precise allocation of policy-making power between the two institutions at any point in time seems insignificant. Because both branches are accountable to the public through the electoral process, policy making by either branch is entirely consistent with the concept of constitutional democracy. Congress cannot decide to declare the perpetual rivalry between the two politically accountable branches a draw, however, by refusing to make a policy decision and delegating the choice of policies to a person who is beyond the control of either of the politically accountable branches of government, without jeopardizing the democratic principles that lie at the core of the values embodied in the Constitution.
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